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Plastic threatens our health from before production 
to long after it’s thrown away: Report 
https://www.ehn.org/plastic-pollution-and-human-health-2629322391.html 

"Every stage of the plastic lifecycle poses significant risks to human health, and 
the majority of people worldwide are exposed to plastic at multiple stages of 
this lifecycle." 
Brian Bienkowski 

Plastic pollution is a "threat to human life and human rights" and, in order to 

stem this problem, we have to overhaul how we produce, use and dispose of it, 

according to an international report released today. 

The report, the result of a collaboration between seven environmental 

organizations, finds most attempts to examine the impact of plastic on people 

and the planet focus on one aspect—such as manufacturing, the testing of 

products, or how plastic is disposed. However, the authors of today's report say 

we need to look at the entire lifecycle of plastic because "each of those stages 

interacts with others, and all of them interact with the human environment and 

the human body in multiple, often intersecting, ways." 

The report is the latest on the topic, which has skyrocketed into the public 

consciousness over the past couple years.Plastic pollution has been recognized as 

pervasive across the planet and research increasingly finds it is infiltrating wildlife, 
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our food and us—bringing fresh concerns about how our plastic addiction may 

be impacting our health. 

"Health problems associated with plastics throughout the lifecycle includes 

numerous forms of cancers, diabetes, several organ malfunctions, impact on 

eyes, skin and other sensory organs, birth defects" and many other impacts, 

said David Azoulay, a report author and managing attorney at the Center 

for International Environmental Law, in an email to EHN. 

"And those are only the human health costs, they do not mention impacts on 

climate, impacts on fisheries or farmland productivity," he added. 

 
 
The Guardian 
Matthew Taylor 22.08.2018 

UK fracking push could fuel global plastics 
crisis, say campaigners 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/aug/22/uk-fracking-push-could-fuel-global-plastics-
crisis-say-campaigners 
 

Government aim to end plastic pollution undermined by keen 
support for fracking, says Campaign to Protect Rural England 

The American Chemistry Council (ACC) told the Guardian the reason was 
straight forward. 

“I can summarise [the boom in plastics facilities] in two words,” said Kevin 
Swift, chief economist at the ACC. “Shale gas.’’ 
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The petrochemical giant Ineos is a major plastics producer with plants in Grangemouth 
in Scotland and Norway, and is at the forefront of the push for fracking in the UK. 

It currently imports feedstock (the raw materials for making plastic) from the US, but 
on its website the company – owned by Jim Ratcliffe, the UK’s richest 
person – says fracking in the UK would allow it “to secure a supply of 
competitive energy and feedstock for its UK petrochemicals businesses.” 

The firm has taken a robust and sometimes controversial approach to exploration, 
clashing with councils and appealing to authorities to force the National Trust 
to allow it access to their land. 
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Unearthed 

Cuadrilla’s air monitoring equipment 
malfunctioned during fracking methane surge 
https://unearthed.greenpeace.org/2019/03/06/cuadrilla-fracking-methane-monitoring/ 

Data from the British Geological Survey shows methane levels spiked in January 
06.03.2019  Zach Boren 

On the day it released a significant amount of the powerful greenhouse gas 

methane into the atmosphere, UK fracking firm Cuadrilla’s air monitoring equipment 

suddenly stopped working.The instrument malfunction occurred on the afternoon of 

January 14th, with the instrument replaced the following morning, though ‘the data 

source was not fully until several hours later’. 

The malfunction came on that same day that Cuadrilla attempted to flare gas at its 
shale site but could not set it alight due to its low methane content.  

It follows an event in early November when the driller used propane to help light its 

flare since gas flows were so low, though the firm describes its use as a ‘standard 

feature’ in the industry. 

Whilst Cuadrilla didn’t capture much by way of readings at the time (see  

above), data captured by British Geological Survey (BGS) monitors show methane 

levels exceeded 10ppm that day, far higher than previous readings at the site 

excluding a one-time methane reading of 70ppm, considered by experts to be 

anomalous. 
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Oil Change International 

Yet Another Nail in UK Fracking Industry 

as Gov. Guidelines Ruled “Unlawful” 

http://priceofoil.org/2019/03/06/yet-another-nail-in-uk-fracking-industry-as-gov-guidelines-ruled-
unlawful/?fbclid=IwAR26T20uv5odOWrarkSrKL-PQ6f4Djeo_xwY6hXlmdkYh0Wi4KPsWbqXeYk 

Andy Rowell 5.03.2019 

The UK’s fledgling fracking industry was dealt another significant nail in its coffin today, 
when the High Court ruled that the current guidance from the Government on shale gas 
is “unlawful”. And such is the importance of the legal ruling, it is difficult to see how the 
industry can recover in the UK. 

The legal case – known as a judicial review – was brought by campaign group, Talk 
Fracking, run by Joe Corre, son of fashion legend, Vivienne Westwood. 

The group argued that the Government had not considered the latest scientific evidence 
on climate change when formulating its fracking policies and was fundamentally wrong 
by trying to argue that gas was beneficial in the fight against climate change as it is 
supposedly “low carbon”. For years, anti-oil campaigners have been arguing that gas in 
neither green or clean and that shale gas should not be used as a so-called bridge fuel 
in the fight against climate change. 

For example, OCI issued a briefing back in November 2017, which said: “The myth of 
fossil gas as a bridge to a stable climate does not stand up. While much of the debate 
has focused on methane leakage, data shows that emissions just from burning the gas 
are enough to overshoot climate goals. We must reduce fossil gas combustion rather 
than increase it. The fact that methane leakage will never be reduced to zero only 
makes this more urgent.” 

And now a British court has agreed that the latest science on climate must be taken into 
account in deciding if fracking should go ahead. 

The judge, Justice Dove, ruled that “material from Talk Fracking, and in particular their 
scientific evidence as described in their consultation response, was never in fact 
considered relevant or taken into account” when the Government revised a key planning 
policy last year. 

The judge also ruled that government policy on fracking was “flawed in its design and 
processes”. 

In a further blow to the Government, the judge also ruled it had failed to undertake a 
lawful consultation when it revised the relevant policy. 
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www.healthyfoodhouse.com/bumblebee-has-officially-been-added-to-the-ever-growing-list-of-
endangered-species/ 
 

Bumblebee Has Officially Been Added To 
The Ever-Growing List Of Endangered 
Species 
According to National Geographic: 

“The rusty-patched bumblebee (Bombus affinis), once a common sight, is “now balancing precariously 

on the brink of extinction,” according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Once thriving in 28 states and 

the District of Columbia, but over the past two decades, the bee’s population has plummeted nearly 90 

percent. There are more than 3,000 bee species in the United States, and about 40 belong to the genus 

Bombus—the bumblebees. 

Advocates for the rusty-patched bumblebee’s listing are abuzz with relief, but it may be the first skirmish 

in a grueling conflict over the fate of the Endangered Species Act under the Trump administration.” 

 

Anne Thoday 
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Nottinghamshire Wildlife 

Local concern for wildlife at key 
Nature Reserve is evidence that a 
new approach is need to secure 
nature’s recovery. 
Tuesday 5 March 2019 

https://www.nottinghamshirewildlife.org/news/local-concern-wildlife-key-nature-reserve-evidence-new-
approach-need-secure-natures-recovery?fbclid=IwAR0qN5Tyvw3g5EMapWt-Lp-b6aMe_V4Jam-
MxvOgpiApuUhvLaa8rlSU2kE 

Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust believes that the strength of feeling 

within the local community over the threat of disturbance to 

wildlife, including a number of species of owl, posed by exploratory 

drilling immediately adjacent to its Misson Carr Nature Reserve, in 

the parish of Haxey near Bawtry, highlights that a new approach to 

protecting wildlife areas is long overdue. 

Exploratory drilling linked to fracking is taking place just 120m 
from the edge of the charity’s Misson Carr Nature Reserve and 
campaigners from the local area and beyond have been venting 
their frustrations that such activities can be allowed so close to a 
nationally designated wildlife area.   

The reserve is designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest 
and throughout the consultations prior to planning permission 
being granted for an exploratory drilling rig at Misson Springs, 
Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust argued that due to the risk of 
disturbance to wildlife and other issues such as possible impacts 
on water quality, permission should be refused. 
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. 
The Very Inspirational Reverend Deb, speaking at the  

Anti Fracking, Pro Democracy Climate Change Rally. 
Westminster. March 5th 2019  

End The Madness   
Ban Fracking 

Many, many thanks to Mark Dixey, Nick Clarke and members of Bolsover Labour Party for organizing 
such a wonderful day that was so enjoyable and has brought the anti fracking, pro democracy, climate 

change community together in such a wonderful way, Thank you guys 😊    

Many, many thanks to all who attended the rally. Hundreds of you.   😊 

Many, many thanks to Tricia and Tracie for the wonderful pictures they have allowed me to use. 😊 

Many, many thanks to all the speakers who were totally inspirational. 😊 

Peace and Love to you all.  😊  
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See you soon. 
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